Instructor ____________

Course and Section no. ________

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Ross  
Course and Section no.  M671  

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Really interested in material. Sometimes seemed a little disorganized, but the homework sets were full of appropriate problems (though a little tough at the beginning).

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor: **David Ross**

Course and Section no. **671**

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Course was instructive as it helped solidify concepts from 631 & 632.

The end of the course felt rushed. Would like more time to understand material.

The instructor was comprehensive & knowledgeable. Sometimes hard to ask questions, but did what he could. Wish there could be more continuity regarding instructor for 672, but can't be helped.

---

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor: Dr. Ross
Course and Section no.: Prob. Theory

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

It was my best class in graduate school. I learned a lot and I enjoyed the class.
I liked the way that you started the class with kind of a more pure approach but then you finished it with teaching more applications...
Thank you.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Dr. Ross presented the material in a clear, understandable way. He always gave useful feedback on the homework and exams, and it was clear that he cares about our mathematical writing. I learned a lot and had a great time. THANKS Dr. Ross!
Dr. Ross's lectures were always very clear and well-organized. I enjoyed coming to class and learning from him. He was usually very quick to respond to questions and emails. The homework was definitely challenging, but interesting at the same time. Sometimes, we felt overwhelmed with the amount of work, so maybe a break once in a while between assignments would have been helpful.

Otherwise - great class.
Instructor  David Ross

Course and Section no.  Math 671

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Overall good class. Covered material in detail, though I wish there was a little more insight given.

Needs better choices of variables sometimes.

Seeing $E(X^P) = \int_{0}^{1} x^P dP$ is rather confusing.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor ___________________________  
\underline{David Ross}

Course and Section no. ____________  
\underline{Math 671}

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Dr Rosse teaches the class well.

I enjoyed his enthusiasm with the given course.

I also liked the balance between viewing probability from a mathematical point of view, and a probabilistic point as well.

He did a great job of running the class.

Said carefully, explaining content from other courses when necessary.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.